Colors and Materials

Plate
- R180 G151 B142

Soft Leather
- R130 G99 B89

Gauntlets
- R48 G48 B50

Silk Lining
- R52 G41 B39

Tabard

Cassandra Pentaghast
Character Guide
There may be royal blood in the veins of Cassandra Pentaghast, but you’ll find none in her heart. The distant cousin to the throne of Nevarra long ago surrendered all fineries for a sword and shield. Upon her chest is the unblinking eye of the Seekers, who have quietly kept Chantry order since the end of the first Inquisition. Cassandra bears no love for comfort or convenience, and her uniformed, practical attire reflects this both on and off the battlefield. She keeps her hair as short as her temper and her blade nearly as sharp.